Sound of Music

Musical notes to echo

The Symphonic Band will present the August Spring Review Concert this Thursday and Friday. Both evening performances will begin at 8 p.m. in the Little Theater.

William V. Johnson, conductor of the college's Symphonic Band, is looking forward to the outstanding spring concerts which will be performed in one of the finest theaters on this campus.

"The musical excellence of the group is at its best," Johnson said. "Among the many aspects of the program, I believe the crowd will be particularly interested in the 'Anvil Chorus.'"

According to Johnson, the 'Anvil Chorus' is an excerpt from the opera 'Il Trovatore,' by Verdi. It is a rousing, patriotic scene with a great deal of crowd participation.

Another interesting piece is the 'Cherubino' (from 'Le Nozzi di Figaro'), by Mozart. It is a humorous and light-hearted piece that will delight the audience.

The program will also feature the 'Vivat March,' by J. S. Bach, and 'Overture to the Battle of Parnassus,' by Paganini. These pieces will showcase the band's versatility and musical才华.

Tickets will be available at the door. Music Hall, from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Concerts are free to everyone. Be sure to join us for this fantastic performance of the Symphonic Band with its more than 100 members.

Agriculture receives dean

Dean Gibson named after interim service

J. Gordon Gibson, a faculty and administration staff member since 1964, has been appointed dean for the new proposed faculty and administration staff position, effective immediately.

Dean Gibson earned his B.S. in Agriculture Engineering, B.A. in Science, and a Master's in Agriculture Engineering, Master of Science in Agriculture Engineering from the University of California, Berkeley, and a Ph.D. in Agriculture and Engineering from the University of California, Berkeley.

Gibson has been a professor and administrator for the past 20 years, serving as the dean of the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources at the University of California, Berkeley. He has also served as the interim dean and acting dean.

Graduation activities

Graduating seniors will receive their diplomas in a ceremony to be held at 11 a.m. on Thursday, June 16, at the Polytechnic College Union. A reception will follow in the Dining Hall.

The 1994 Polytechnic College Union banquet will be held at 6 p.m. on Saturday, June 11, at the University of California, Berkeley. Tickets are available for $35 per person.
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Sorority initiation

The Lambda Lambda Lambda was the setting for the recent candidate initiation of several prospective members. Women were welcomed to the organization by Mrs. Paul Leopold and Mrs. Jeanette Tuttle.

Campus Capers

Annual breakfast

"Wonderful Side of the Future" will be the theme of the annual Lambda Lambda Lambda Breakfast to be held Friday, June 6, 11 a.m. in the Los Alamitos Country Club, room 3. Tickets are available at $2.50 and one is requested to self-cover the cost. No tickets will be reserved.
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Guest editorial

Eugene's truth shows...

The views expressed are those of the writer and do not necessarily reflect the position of the Daily Mustang.

Dr. Robert Kennedy

Dr. Eugene McCarthy has vowed to run against Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson in the 1968 presidential race. But McCarthy's chances of winning the nomination are slim, as he has not yet gained the necessary support of the Democratic delegates.

McCarthy has called for efforts to end the war in Vietnam and to expand civil rights. He has also called for a reduction in military spending and an end to the draft. His campaign has been plagued by internal dissent, with some of his advisors accusing him of being too radical.

Despite his campaign's difficulties, McCarthy has gained some support among younger voters. His anti-war stance and his call for civil rights have resonated with many young people. But McCarthy's campaign has also faced criticism from some Democrats who认为 he is too liberal and too controversial to win the nomination.

McCarthy's campaign has been funded by a mix of contributions from individuals, labor unions, and political action committees. His biggest donor is the National Education Association, which has contributed over $1 million to his campaign.

McCarthy has been criticized for his lack of experience in national politics. He has been a member of the Senate for only three years, and he has never held a major office before.

Despite these challenges, McCarthy has remained optimistic about his chances of winning the nomination. He has said that "we're doing well and we're gaining ground." McCarthy has also stated that he will continue to campaign until the very end, regardless of his chances of winning.

McCarthy's campaign has been marked by a series of rallies and events. He has appeared at several events across the country, speaking out against the war and calling for civil rights.

Despite his campaign's difficulties, McCarthy has remained a major force in the Democratic party. His campaign has forced the Democratic candidates to take a stronger position on the war and civil rights, and he has been credited with helping to energize the Democratic base.

McCarthy's campaign has also sparked a debate within the Democratic party about the role of the young in politics. Many young people have been inspired by McCarthy's campaign, and some have called for a more active role for young people in national politics.

In the end, McCarthy's campaign may have accomplished more than it realized. He has been able to draw attention to important issues, and he has helped to energize the Democratic base. Whether he wins the nomination or not, McCarthy's campaign has left an indelible mark on American politics.

Dairy wins trophies in Valley Holstein show

"You here and I have a toilet in the kitchen, and we've been a success so far, but I'll tell you right now that we're not going to do this forever.

The milk had been left to drain for several days, and the cows were beginning to show signs of distress. We decided to move the cows back into the barn, and we began the process of cleaning the barn and the cows.

We removed the dirty straw, and we swept and scrubbed the floor. We then hydrated the cows and gave them a little food to eat. After a few hours, the cows were back on their feet, and they seemed to be doing much better.

We then moved on to the next step, which was to milk the cows. We took the milking equipment and set it up in the barn. We then started milking the cows, and we were able to get a good amount of milk.

After we were finished milking, we cleaned the equipment and the barn again. We then moved the cows back into their stalls, and we gave them some food to eat.

The next day, we repeated the process, and we were able to get more milk. We continued to do this for several days, and we were able to get a good amount of milk.

Finally, we decided to move the cows back into the pasture, and we let them graze for a few days. We then returned to the barn, and we started the process all over again.

In the end, we were able to get a good amount of milk, and we were able to sell it to a local dairy. We were pleased with the results, and we knew that we had done a good job.
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crowd greets drama season finale with mixed emotions

mixed emotions would best describe the feelings of drama season attendees who witnessed the final presentation of "the public enemy" and "the public eye." the audiences for these two comedies were divided in their opinion of the productions.

the public enemy is a silent film directed by frank capra and stars harley quinn and cary grant. the film tells the story of a bank robber who is pursued by the police and a kidnap victim.

the public eye is a silent film directed by gary erwitt and stars clark gable and jean harlow. the film is about a private detective who investigates a murder.

the atmosphere was electric as the audience eagerly anticipated the next scene. the performers were talented and brought the characters to life on stage. however, the lack of dialogue and the need for visual cues created a unique experience that was both challenging and rewarding.

space expert discusses satellites and teflon

what the american people are getting for a $1 million investment was the topic of a talk by j.w. white last week at the university of california, santa cruz. white, a researcher at nasa's jet propulsion laboratory, spoke about the role of satellites and teflon in space exploration.

"sac elections unfair" says new chief justice

the associate justices' new chief justice today said the student senate's election process is unfair. chief justice francis m. gallo made the announcement during a hearing held to consider alleged irregularities in the election.

"the allegations are unfounded," gallo said. "the student senate's election process is fair and just." he noted that there is no evidence to support the charges made by the opponents.

finance committee elects new head

w. smith has been named the new head of the finance committee. smith, who has been a member of the committee for several years, replaces j. s. smith, who retired last month.

"i'm excited to be taking on this new role," smith said. "the finance committee is a vital part of our university community, and i look forward to working with the team to ensure that our financial resources are being utilized efficiently and effectively."
Trackmen find swift performers, world discus standard shattered

Coach Dick Powell’s trackmen found some pretty swift per­formers in their own house when they went to Louisiana last weekend and managed to send Bill Jones off in the 440 relay event.

The Mustangs won the 400 to 3:05 with Santa Clara, 8th in the division. The score was 2:06 and Army fourth at 2:13.

In the featured two for the Mustangs, a fast-paced heat was run which saw a two-year-old fast man from the Mustangs spread out to lead the field. Sprague-Fuller, Billkins and Bruner built up the lead. Sprague-Fuller, Billkins and Bruner were joined by the two-year-old fast man from the Mustangs.

Four-year-old fast man from the Mustangs was in the 100 to 22.0 to run in the division.

The Mustangs won the 100-22.0 to tie the world record set by Vic Simmons from Nevada at 22.0.

One highlight of the meet was the record-breaking performance by Jay Silvester who broke the world record.

Silvester was 218-4 to rewrite the world record at 219-2.9.

The Mustangs next perform­unco will come in the NCAA 440. Larry Kennedy, Utah, 218-4

Coach Dick Powell’s trackmen

COMING AND GET IT . . . A few words were spoken as hungry eaters finished off the many barbecue dishes at the Mustang Boners’ “Get Acquainted” barbecues.

SPECIAL = SUMMER RATES at CZECH CHALET APARTMENTS

* Free Cable TV * Furnished
Sauna Bath * Heated pool

Reserve now for fall
See at 572 Foothill Blvd. No. 2

Handball Gloves
FROM $2.00

HEAVY DUTY SWEAT SOCKS
FROM 50c per

No. 10 SUPPORTER

That night Silvester hurled the discus 218-4 to rewrite the world record at 219-2.9.

It was the biggest throw in the world since 1955 when Ludvik Danek of Czechoslovakia set the mark at 213-11.

Danek took the world record away from another American. Al Oerter, who had taken it away from Tim Vollmer, Oregon State.

The 218-4 heave wiped out the mark of 213-11 held by Ludvik Danek of Czechoslovakia in 105.

Danek took the world mark away from another American. Al Oerter, who had taken it away from Vollmer at 210-2.

The Mustangs next performance will come in the NCAA 440 relay event.
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If you’re driving home for the summer, have two for the road.
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